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Introduction
This article provides an overview of how to size paddocks and estimate the number of acres of pasture needed
for a dairy herd. It is also helpful to attend a grazing school or intensive workshop to learn how to set up a
pasture system, estimate dry matter, and gain other important grazing skills that this handbook does not address
in detail.
In a management intensive grazing (MIG) system, cows graze pasture rapidly down as short as 2 inches, then
plants are permitted to grow back up to at least 8 inches. The density of plants in the pasture will have a large
influence on how much available dry matter is in the pastures. If the plants are far apart (low density) and soil
can easily be seen between the plants, there will be far less dry matter per acre in the pasture. The best way to
learn how to estimate dry matter is to attend pasture walks or host a walk. The density and quality of pastures
will increase with good grazing management.
The amount of pasture dry matter an animal will eat depends on many factors (lactation, growth, animal size,
supplemental feed, and pasture height and density). A reasonable estimation of the amount of DMI that a
lactating cow can harvest by grazing well-managed pasture is at least 3% of her body weight. This means a
1,000 lb. cow will eat 30 lbs. of pasture dry matter per day. Note that this is just an estimate of pasture DMI and
assumes some additional feeding in the barn. It is always best to use real numbers from the farm.
Paddock Size
The paddock sizes will depend on how many animals are in the group, how long they will be in the paddock,
and how much feed is in the pasture (see Figure 1.). The following example calculates the paddock size needed
for a herd of 50 Jerseys on a farm where they receive a fresh paddock after each milking. Refer to the pasture
Worksheet 1 at the end of this article to plug in the example data. After following along with the example, try
calculating the required paddock size for your milking herd.
Example 1. Using Worksheet 1.
•
Line 1: Enter the estimated weight per cow of 1,000 lbs.
•
Line 2: Enter 3%. Note that on this example farm they plan to supplement with some dry hay and grain
in the barn.
•
Line 3: Multiply 1,000 lbs. x 0.03 to get 30 lbs. of DMI from pasture per cow.
•
Line 4: Multiply 50 cows x 30 lbs. DMI to get 1,500 lbs of DM needed for the herd per day.
•
Line 5: This example farm has decided to use a pregrazing height of 8 inches and has estimated their
pasture plant density to be “average.” Use the chart in the worksheet to get an average pasture mass or
dry matter per acre. According to the chart, the pasture mass is 2,600 lbs. Enter 2,600 lbs. on line 5.
•
Line 6: This example farm has decided to have the herd graze the pastures to approximately 2 inches.
Using this information in the same chart you used above, enter 1,200 lbs. on line 6.
•
Line 7: Calculate 2,600 lbs. – 1,200 lbs. = 1,400 lbs. This is the estimated amount of DM available for
the herd to eat per acre.
•
Line 8: Divide the amount of DM required (line 4) by the amount available (line 7) to calculate the
number of acres needed: 1,500 lbs. ÷ 1,400 lbs. = 1.07 acres.

Note that this is the number of acres needed per day (24 hours) to feed the herd. Since this example farm
decided to give them a new paddock after each milking, or two paddocks a day, the half-day paddocks
will be 0.54 acres each (1.07 acres ÷ 2 = 0.54 acres after each milking).

Figure 1. Example of a correctly sized paddock with a high stocking density on Massachusetts farm.
Photo credit: Sarah Flack, Sarah Flack Consulting.
This method of paddock size calculation is a good place to start. It will be necessary to adjust the actual
paddock size based on several factors including:.
•
How much feed is being fed in addition to pasture? This will affect how much DMI they actually need
from the pasture.
•
Pasture height—the plants must be tall enough. Plants too short will not allow cows to get enough DMI
even if you make larger paddocks.
•
Weeds, rocks, swamps, and other things in the pasture will need to be factored in.
•
Plant density may be lower or higher than estimated.
Total number of pasture acres needed
The number of paddocks or total number of acres of pasture needed, can be calculated if it is known how long
the pastures will need to regrow after each grazing. Research done by Dr. Bill Murphy in Vermont produced the
following average regrowth periods. The regrowth periods on different farms and different parts of the country
will likely be shorter or longer.
12–15 days in late April to early May
18 days by May 31
24 days by July 1
30 days by August 1
36 days by September 1
42 days (and longer) by October 1
Information on the actual amount of time needed for complete regrowth in different parts of the country can be
found at the local NRCS office, county extension office or from a grazing consultant.
The Example 2 calculates the total number of pasture acres needed for the example farm discussed earlier in this
section, and uses the average VT numbers listed above.

Example 2. Grazing acreage needed

For the 50-cow farm that needs 1.07 acres per day, total acreage needed to graze in the spring will be 16 acres
(1.07 x 15 days = 16 acres). When pasture growth slows down to 35 to 40 days, the total needed acreage
increases to 38 to 43 acres.
If the total pasture acreage is not increased as regrowth periods increase, plants will not get enough rest
and dry matter intake by animals will drop, resulting in poor animal and pasture performance.

For grazing planning, it is helpful to keep records of how often and for how long each paddock is grazed each
year. Records can be kept on a copy of the farm map, in a notebook or worksheet which includes the date,
where the animals grazed, and for how long. These records will provide information on the actual rest periods
throughout the growing season. Walking regularly through all the pastures at least once each week and
recording how many inches each paddock has grown back is another way to collect information on regrowth
periods and can also provide information on which order to graze the paddocks.
What if there is not enough land?
Once the number of acres needed to set up the grazing system has been calculated, it may be come clear that the
farm does not have enough land suitable for grazing within cow-walking distance of the milking facility. In
some cases, unless additional land can be obtained, the farm may not be a good candidate for organic
certification. Plan ahead to make sure the amount pasture acreage meets the needs of each group of livestock
throughout the entire grazing season.
Extending the grazing season
If there is enough land, it may be possible to plan grazing so that pasture can be available into the fall and even
winter in some climates. This requires careful planning so that plants are tall enough when growth stops. Some
conditions such as excessive soil moisture or too much snow can make fall stockpiled grazing difficult. For
some farms, however, this is a successful way to feed forages. Refer to the article on “Managing Dairy
Nutrition” for more information on stockpiling and nutrition.
Grazing during excessively wet weather
During some weather conditions, grazing some or all of the pastures may not be possible. Flooding makes it
necessary to either move livestock to high dry land or keep them in the barn. Anytime grazing is not possible
due to an emergency like this it is important to make sure the organic standards are being followed. National
Organic Standards section 205.239 lists the detail on exemptions to the grazing requirements of the organic
standards.
High rainfall periods may result in muddy pastures or lanes that make grazing difficult and may even cause hoof
or other health problems. Building well-surfaced lanes, using culverts, filter fabric under surface material, and
other techniques will make the grazing system much easier to manage in these weather conditions.
Drought conditions
As global climate change causes more extreme weather conditions, all farms will need to prepare for extended
dry periods. Planning for possible drought may mean saving extra stored forages that can be fed during a
drought. Other techniques being used successfully by farmers who regularly experience summer droughts
include grazing annual crops such as millet or sorghum-sudangrass as well as adding significant acres of hay
land which is mechanically harvested early in the growing season.

Worksheet 1. Calculating paddock sizes and number of acres needed
Attending pasture workshops is a great way to learn how to make these estimates more accurate.

Estimating Forage Dry Matter Intake (DMI)
Average body weight:
(Line 1)
Estimated DMI (as % of body weight):
(Line 2)
Daily DMI required for single animal (Line 1 x Line 2):
(Line 3)
Daily DMI required for herd (Line 3 times number of animals):
(Line 4)
Estimating Pasture Mass (forage dry matter)
Height
Average Density*
(inches)
(Pasture lbs. dm/acre)
8
2,600
6
2,400
4
1,800
2
1,200
1
9,00

Low Density
(Pasture lbs. dm/acre)
2,200
2,100
1,500
1,000
600

High Density
(Pasture lbs. dm/acre)
2,800
2,600
2,100
1,400
1,000

*Lbs. of dry matter per acre at each height varies widely with plant density and species.

Calculating Available Dry Matter
Available forage dry matter = Pregrazing mass – Postgrazing mass
Example:
Pregrazing 6"
2,400
Post Grazing 2"
–1,200
1,200 lbs. DM/acre
Your Farm
Pregrazing mass: __
(Line 5)
Post Grazing Mass
– _
(Line 6)
(Line 7) available lbs. DM/acre
Calculating Paddock Size
Paddock size (in acres per day) = Daily DM required ÷ Available dry matter
Daily DM required _____ (Line 4) ÷ Available DM/acre _____ (Line 7) =

Paddock size in acres/day (Line 8)

(There are 43,560 square feet in an acre, which is a square about 210 feet on each side)
Calculating Rest Period
Maximum possible rest period = Your total pasture acres ÷ Paddock size
Your pasture acres available _____ ÷ Paddock size in acres per day _____ (Line 8) =

maximum rest period
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